List of Suspects for the host

These players are all optional and may be played in any combination.
It is optimal to add the expansion pack files in order, as the character lists for the invitation and your mystery
party pre-game site add them in order. In other words, you’ll have expansion pack #1 and #2 players listed on
your suspect lists for the YourMysteryParty.com pregame site and the free, printable invitation if you add this
pack.

suspect

Bio

Suggested Attire

EXPANSION PACK #3 PLAYERS. THE PLAYERS LISTED BELOW ARE INCLUDED THIS FILE.
(5F, 7M)

Greta Sayre Fitz
Wife of Scot F. Fitz
Optional
Female

Lucille Bolder
Suffragist
Optional
Female

Carina Chapman
Suffragist
Optional
Female

Rita Del Rio
Silent Film Star
Optional
Female

Boris Lansky
Gaming Consultant |
South Side Chicago
Gang
Optional
Male

Known as the Queen of Flappers, Greta is the
wife of Scot F. Fitz, an American novelist who is
currently working on a piece of fiction inspired
by the Grand Gatsby. Greta may seem to have it
together on the surface, but she has been
fighting a mental breakdown for many years.
Recently, she relocated to Chicago from the Big
Apple, as her husband believed a change of
scenery would repair her mental woes.

Trendy flapper dress, long
strand of pearls, long dress
gloves, fishnet stockings and
‘20s style shoes. A sequined
headband with a feather and
a feather boa as optional
accessories.

Lucille Bolder is a prominent American suffragist
and journalist. The first woman from
Massachusetts to earn a college degree, she
has since spoken out for women’s rights while
publicly being discouraged by most men’s
organizations. Lucille travels the country in order
to gather support for women’s rights and
encourage women to voice their political
opinions.

Conservative flapper dress,
long strand of pearls, long
dress gloves, fishnet
stockings and ‘20s style
shoes. A cloche hat as an
optional accessory.

A political strategist and advocate for women,
Carina Chapman played a vital role in the
campaign to win voting rights for women. Being
the only female in her graduating class in
college sparked something inside of her, and
after years as an underpaid law clerk, she set
out to organize the International Woman
Suffrage Alliance which has garnered attention
around the globe.

Conservative flapper dress,
long strand of pearls, long
dress gloves, fishnet
stockings and ‘20s style
shoes. A cloche hat as an
optional accessory.

One of the most beautiful actresses of the
roaring twenties, Rita Del Rio is the first Mexican
cross-over star in Hollywood. First discovered in
her home town of Durango, she quickly rose to
fame and now, she’s touted as the Latin version
of Zetta Zarbo. Her last seven films have
become hits, so Rita has recently moved to
California and is sought after by many top
echelon producers of Hollywood cinema.

Trendy flapper dress, long
strand of pearls, long dress
gloves, fishnet stockings and
‘20s style shoes. A sequined
headband with a feather and
a feather boa as optional
accessories.

Boris Lansky governs the gaming operations for
the South Side Chicago Gang. Originally from
Russia, Boris grew up on tough streets and
eventually found his way in with the Russian
Mafia. Not too long ago, he fled his home
country after deciding to become a rat to get out
of trouble with the law. With an uncanny knack
for gaming management, Boris secured his
place with Hal Sapone’s outfit.

A fedora and a zoot suit and
wing-tipped shoes. A pocket
watch on a chain and a
plastic Tommy gun as
optional accessories.

Gerry Della
The Infamous London
Strangler
Optional
Male

‘Mad Sammie’
Stefano
Mobster | Northern
Chicago Mob Outfit
Optional
Male

Fran ‘The Charmer’
Nettie
Mobster | South Side
Chicago Gang
Optional
Male

Glen Scarpeta
Mobster | Northern
Chicago Mob Outfit
Optional
Male

Helen Willis
Tennis Player
Optional
Female

Scot F. Fitz
Novelist
Optional
Male

Gerry Della is the infamous London Strangler.
Gerry is a notorious serial killer who plagued the
streets of London for over a decade, murdering
young women in dark alleyways while leaving a
single red rose on their chest as a signature. He
is on the lam and recently moved to Chicago in
hopes to make a fresh start.

A fedora and a zoot suit and
wing-tipped shoes. A pocket
watch on a chain. Red rose
as an optional accessory.

Mad Sammie Stefano is a villainous mobster for
the Northern Chicago Mob Outfit. He’s done a
stint in the clink for his involvement with a bank
robbery in 1918, and this is where he made the
connections with the Chicago gang. Mad
Sammie is in charge of the loan sharking
operation of the Chicago Outfit and savors the
opportunity to torture and kill anybody who fails
to pay on time.

A fedora and a zoot suit and
wing-tipped shoes. A pocket
watch on a chain and a
plastic Tommy gun as
optional accessories.

Fran Nettie, nicknamed ‘The Charmer,’ is a
high-ranking mobster for the South Side
Chicago Gang. Fran’s main responsibility to the
mob is to smuggle booze into the Grand Gatsby.
Fran’s uncanny ability to charm anyone ensures
this operation can continue smoothly.

A fedora and a zoot suit and
wing-tipped shoes. A pocket
watch on a chain and a
plastic Tommy gun as
optional accessories. Mini
bottles of booze (fake is fine)
as props.

Glen Scarpeta is a hard-nosed mobster for the
Northern Chicago Mob Outfit. With criminal
beginnings at the age of seven, he ran the
streets of Chicago with his older brothers as a
band of pickpockets. Glen hooked up with the
Chicago Mob as a teen and is one of the most
trusted mobsters of the gang.

A fedora and a zoot suit and
wing-tipped shoes. A pocket
watch on a chain and a
plastic Tommy gun as
optional accessories.

A former Olympic gold-medalist, Helen Willis is
a talented tennis player who holds the top
position in American Women’s Tennis. She
practices against men to hone her skills, and
has won over 30 Grand Slam titles, nine
Wimbledon titles and even five titles at the
French Championships. Helen is one of the top
female athletes of her time and is considered a
celebrity.

Trendy flapper dress, long
strand of pearls, long dress
gloves, fishnet stockings and
‘20s style shoes. A sequined
headband with a feather and
a feather boa as optional
accessories. Or, if you can
locate a vintage tennis outfit,
that would be great, as well.

Scot F. Fitz saw his name in print at the tender
age of thirteen when his short story was
published in the local newspaper. Many years
later, Scot moved to New York City to stimulate
his stagnant career. His next five novels
catapulted him to fame and now, he’s
considered a celebrity. After marrying the love of
his life, they moved to Chicago for him to gain
inspiration for his next novel inspired by the
Great Gatsby.

A fedora and a zoot suit and
wing-tipped shoes. A pocket
watch on a chain and a
plastic Tommy gun as
optional accessories.

Vito ‘The Teeth’
Geon
Mobster | Northern
Chicago Mob Outfit
Optional
Male

After fleeing to Chicago to escape a murder
charge in Italy, Vito started running with the
Northern Chicago Mob Outfit. He currently runs
errands for Beanie O’Dannon, but aspires to one
day, become his right hand, as he was to his
former mob boss in Italy. He earned the
nickname ‘The Teeth’ for the bright smile he
flashes as he shoots his Tommy gun.

Your new Your Mystery Party site link is:
YourMysteryParty.com/TheGrandGatsby

A fedora and a zoot suit and
wing-tipped shoes. A pocket
watch on a chain and a
plastic Tommy gun as
optional accessories.

